S
coliosis is a three-dimensional deformity, which involves axial rotation, coronal translation, and sagittal deformity. 1 Spinal fusion surgery may be required for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) patients with curves greater than 508. 2 The aims of surgery are to fuse the curve with shortest fusion segments possible with a correction that maintains ''a well-balanced spine.'' [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Conventional surgery will maximize the amount of curve correction to achieve a horizontal upper instrumented vertebra (UIV) as well as a horizontal lower instrumented vertebra (LIV). However, the concept of achieving a horizontal UIV and LIV to obtain a horizontal T1 tilt that leads to good shoulder and neck balance has not been proven.
In contrary, shoulder and neck imbalance can be caused by overcorrection of the main thoracic (MT) curve due to the inability of unfused proximal mobile segments to compensate. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The risk of overcorrection is higher with the pedicle screw systems that provide stronger vertebral anchors for correction. [10] [11] [12] [13] To date, there are various reports of MT overcorrection leading to shoulder and neck imbalance. 3, 4, [6] [7] [8] The solution for this problem is still lacking. 7, [14] [15] [16] Lenke et al. 17 had conducted a survey among 28 surgeons and found large variability of UIV selections. They reported that there were up to four to five different UIVs chosen for Lenke 1 and 2 curves.
We have noticed that the ability of the unfused proximal segments/vertebrae above the ''potential UIV'' to compensate can contribute toward shoulder and neck balance. Thus, in a typical right-sided MT curve, the ability of the unfused proximal segment above the ''potential UIV'' to bend to the ''left'' will determine the ability of the shoulder and neck to achieve balance. (Figure 1 ) This study analyzed the flexibility of the unfused PT segments above the ''potential UIV'' (T1 to T6) and its compensatory ability in 100 Lenke 1 and 2 AIS curves by using the cervical Supine side bending (CSB) films.
METHODOLOGY
This was a prospective clinical-radiological study carried out from January 2011 to December 2014. Ethical approval from institutional review board was obtained. Inclusion criteria for this study were patients diagnosed with AIS with Lenke 1 or 2, who fulfilled criteria for posterior spinal fusion. Revision cases, patients with concomitant cervical pathology, and patients who refused involvement in the study were excluded.
All the patients underwent routine pre-operative radiographs: erect anteroposterior whole spine, lateral whole spine, and supine side bending. To analyze the flexibility of the PT segments, CSB radiographs were performed together with the standard supine side bending radiographs.
Cervical Supine Side Bending
The CSB film was performed with the patient in supine position. This radiograph was performed with the assistance of the surgeon. For the purpose of this study, the radiograph was supervised by the two senior authors, that is, CCYW and KMK. This is to limit the variability in performing the CSB radiographs. The surgeon would position the neck of the patient in maximum right and left lateral flexion (as much as the patient can tolerate) while maintaining the neutral rotation of the head and neck. The patient would then maintain the position of the trunk and neck until the radiograph was completed ( Figure 2 ).
All measurements were measured digitally with software (Centricity PACS, version 5.0; GE Healthcare, Illinois, USA). Definitions of radiological parameters obtained from the CSB radiographs ( Figure 3A -C) were:
(1) Centroid of vertebra: Midpoint of a line (parallel to the end plate) that connects the center of the right and left pedicle. The ability of the proximal thoracic segment (dotted line) to compensate to CSVL is dependent on the flexibility of the proximal thoracic segment on left side bending ()). In this study, LSB angle must be 08 or a negative value (the C7 centroid is able to go the left side of the neutral line of the selected UIV centroid during LSB) in order for the proximal thoracic curve to be able to compensate to allow the C7 centroid to go back to central and to the left in relation to the CSVL.
On the basis of the proximal thoracic side bending (PTSB) angles, the Lenke 1 curves were divided into:
(1) Lenke 1Àve: PTSB < 158 (2) Lenke 1þve: PTSB 158 to 24.98 The RSB and LSB angles were measured from T1 to T6. All measurements were rounded to the closest 18. The average of three measurements was obtained. Measurements were performed by CCYW and KMK. Reliability analysis between raters were calculated by intraclass (1) to analyze the proximal segment flexibility (determined by the RSB and LSB angle) of the PT segments above the ''potential UIV'' levels (T1-T6), and (2) to assess the compensatory ability of the unfused PT segments above the ''potential UIV'' (T1-T6) when the UIV is in the ''horizontal position.''
''Compensatory Ability''
It is defined as the ability of the C7 centroid to realign back to the center sacral vertical line (CSVL) when the ''potential UIV'' achieves a horizontal position. The PT segments are considered to be able to compensate when the left CSB radiograph showed that the LSB angle is neutral (zero degree) or to the left (negative degree) of the ''potential UIV'' neutral line. Therefore, LSB angle is ''0 degree'' or ''negative value'' means that the flexibility of the proximal thoracic curve will allow the C7 centroid to realign back to the CSVL (Figures 1 and 3 ). In the event that the LSB angle is a ''positive value,'' the PT is deemed to be unable to compensate ( Figure 4 ).
Sample Size Analysis
Sample size was based on LSB angles at T3 as an outcome variable of the study comparing Lenke 1 and 2 curves. As there was no similar published study, we performed a pilot study by including 10 subjects for each group. We found that the mean LSB angles in Lenke 1 and 2 curves were À18 (SD: 3.68) and 1.38 (SD: 5.08), respectively. The marginal error, a, was set at 0.05. Considering 80% power of test, a statistical power analysis indicated that a minimum sample size of 95 subjects were needed to detect the difference in LSB angles. The calculation was performed using GÃPower software (version 3.1.9.2). 
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RESULTS
RSB Angle Measurements
From T1 to T6 vertebrae, the RSB angle values showed increasing positive values. Except for T1, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant difference between Lenke 1Àve, Lenke 1þve, and Lenke 2 for RSB angle at T2, T3, T4, T5, and T6. From T2, the RSB angle was significantly different between Lenke 1Àve and 2 and between Lenke 1þve and 2. No significant difference was noted between Lenke 1þve and 1Àve (Table 2 and Figure 5 ).
LSB Angle Measurements
Except for T1, significant intergroup difference exists from T2 to T6. The mean LSB angles at T1 and T2 were negative Figure 4 . Illustration of the scenario when LSB angle is a þve value (a angle). A, A horizontal UIV position will prevent centralization of the C7 to the CVSL. B, The UIV must be tilted at least to a angle to allow centralization of the C7 to the CSVL. C, Any UIV tilt to the contralateral site (b angle) will lead to further deviation of the C7 from the CSVL resulting in neck tilt with medial shoulder imbalance. Figure 3 . Measurement of RSB angle and LSB angle. In this study, LSB angle must be 08 or a negative value (the C7 centroid is able to go the left side of the neutral line of the selected UIV centroid during LSB) in order for the proximal thoracic curve to be able to compensate to allow the C7 centroid to go back to central and to the left in relation to the CSVL.
except for Lenke 2 curves at T2. For T3, T4, and T5, angles showed a trend toward increasing positive values. At T6, the trend was reversed with Lenke 1Àve curves showing a negative mean value. The differences between Lenke 1Àve and 2 and between Lenke 1þve and 2 were statistically significant at T2, T3, T4, T5, and T6. The difference between Lenke 1Àve and 1þve progressively became larger and statistical significance between these two subgroups was observed at T5 and T6. The sum of RSB angle and LSB angle was similar at all levels and for all three subgroups (Table 2 and Figure 6 ).
Compensatory Ability of the Proximal Thoracic (PT) Segment
To assess the ability of the PT to compensate, we assumed that ''a scenario with maximal correction of the MT curve with a horizontal UIV was achieved'' ( Figures 1, 3 
The difference between Lenke 1þve and Lenke 2 curves was significant at T2, but not at T3 to T6 (Table 3 and Figure 7 ).
DISCUSSION
Shoulder imbalance with elevation of the left shoulder after surgery can cause dissatisfaction among patients. 19 This shoulder imbalance can be divided into ''lateral'' and ''medial'' shoulder imbalance. 5, 7, 9, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] The ''lateral'' shoulder imbalance correlates with coracoid height difference, clavicle rib-intersection difference, clavicular angle, and radiological shoulder height. 7, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] The ''medial'' shoulder imbalance correlates with the T1 tilt, cervical axis, trapezoidal prominence, and ''neck tilt.'' 5, 9, 25 On the basis of the assumption that the selection of the UIV can affect shoulder balance, several authors had recommended their strategies. Matsumoto et al. 26 used short fusion (UIV ¼ one level below the end vertebra) for Lenke 1 patients and found that the mean clavicular angle postoperatively was satisfactory. Luk et al. 27 used fulcrum bending films to effectively select the fusion levels. Lenke et al. 28 emphasized the importance of recognizing a structural PT curve, as instrumentation extended up to T2 may be needed to produce level shoulders and maintain coronal balance. Rose and Lenke 15 recommended fusion to T2 if preoperative left shoulder was higher, fusion to T2 or T3 if shoulder was level, and fusion to T3 if right shoulder was higher. Suk et al.
14 suggested that a PT curve of more than 258 with level or elevated left shoulder should be treated as a structural curve with fusion up to T1. Ilharreborde et al. 16 had reported that the choice of the proximal fusion level was based on preoperative analysis of the rigidity of the MT curve, proximal thoracic curve, T1 tilt, and shoulder balance. Elfilky et al. 29 recommended that fusion into the PT curve only when it was more than 458 and nonfusion strategy was appropriate if it was less than 458.
These strategies described above emphasized only on the selection of UIV without consideration of the flexibility and the ability of the unfused PT segments to compensate following correction of the MT curve. The CSB films can determine this flexibility of the unfused PT segments. When the LSB angle of the potential UIV is ''zero'' or ''negative value'' (Figures 1 and 3) , maximal MT correction even to a horizontal UIV position would not result in shoulder and neck imbalance. However, if the LSB angle of the selected UIV is a ''positive value,'' the C7 centroid will be not be able to align back to the CSVL. Therefore, the UIV must be left with a tilt toward the left to enable the shoulder and neck to compensate (Figure 4) .
In this study, we also assessed the compensatory ability of the unfused PT segments with the assumption of maximal MT curve correction with ''a horizontal UIV tilt'' (Table 3 and Figure 7 ). In Lenke 2 curves, 80.0% were unable to compensate if T6 was selected as UIV, followed by T5 (90.0%), T4 (90.0%), T3 (80.0%), T2 (60.0%), and T1 (33.3%). Similar to Lenke 2 curves, 78.4% Lenke 1þve curves were unable to compensate if T6 was selected as UIV, followed by T5 (75.7%), T4 (73.0%), T3 (59.5%), T2 (27.0%), and T1 (21.6%). In contrary, only 36.4% Lenke 1Àve curves were unable to compensate if T6 was selected as UIV, followed by T5 (45.5%), T4 (45.5%), T3 (30.3%), T2 (21.2%), and T1 (15.2%). One-way ANOVA showed significant difference in terms of the compensation ability of the PT segment between Lenke 1Àve and 2 curves at all levels except T1. A significant difference between Lenke 1Àve and 1þve was also observed at T3 to T6. There was no significant difference between Lenke 1þve and 2 curves except at T2 (Table 3 and Figure 7 ). On the basis of these data, we found that the ability of the unfused PT segment to compensate when the ''potential UIV'' (T1-T6) is in a horizontal position in Lenke 1þve curves was similar to Lenke 2 curves but different from the Lenke 1Àve curves. Therefore clinically, Lenke 1þve curves cannot be treated similar to Lenke 1Àve curves. Lenke 1Àve curves may be able to compensate even if UIV was as low as T6 were chosen, whereas for Lenke 1þve and Lenke 2 curves, fusions up to T1 or T2 may be required for UIV to be in a horizontal position. The results of this study may explain why an adequate shoulder and neck balance was achieved despite the variability in surgical strategies and UIV selection as discussed above. 14-16,26 -29 The limitation of this study was that compensation ability of the unfused PT segments assessed was based on the assumption that maximal MT curve correction and ''a horizontal UIV'' were achieved. This may not be feasible in clinical practice whereby some MT curve and UIV tilt may still exist after surgical correction.
CONCLUSION
The CSB radiograph is useful to determine the flexibility and the compensation ability of the proximal thoracic segments above the ''potential UIV.'' The compensation ability of the proximal thoracic segments of Lenke 1Àve and Lenke 1þve curves was different. However, the Lenke 1þve curves demonstrated similar characteristics to Lenke 2 curves.
Key Points
The Cervical Supine Side Bending (CSB) radiographs were useful to determine the flexibility and the compensatory ability of the proximal thoracic segments above the potential selected uppermost instrumented vertebra (UIV). The compensatory ability of the proximal thoracic segments of Lenke 1Àve and Lenke 1þve curves was different. However, the Lenke 1 þ ve curves demonstrated similar characteristic to Lenke 2 curves. Lenke 1Àve curves may be able to compensate even if UIV as low as T6 was chosen, whereas for Lenke 1þve and Lenke 2 curves, fusions up to T1 or T2 may be required for UIV to be in a horizontal position.
